CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents the background of research, the research questions, the research objectives, the research significances, and the definition of key terms.

1.1 Background Of The Research

The writer is have a passion of playing video games because playing video games can give more information and give entertainment. In addition, playing games can be shared with other people indirectly but using the game media itself. Playing games is increasingly global because it is supported by technological developments and features in the game itself. in addition, the interest of writer with football sports is the main reason why the researcher want to research the football terms. The author is interested in doing research because there have been many terms that are difficult to understand in the world of football.

Socializing in the present time can not only be done directly by humans. The advancement of technology and social media are the main factors causing wider people to communicate. Humans have two sides of life today because it can be called that someone's life in the real world is quite different from his life in the internet world. Seeing the internet has played an important role in human life, it is not strange if the internet is used as an interesting learning method for school
children. It is not uncommon for school children to learn and obtain knowledge through the internet, and online games.

According to that statement, that online gaming is also a behavior that is addictive. According to Yanto "It can be concluded that the influence of online games on adolescent behavior, where in the process of a teenager is influenced by adolescent (in self) factors that depart from attraction, curiosity, hobbies, and prestige and external factors (from outside) teenagers like friends internet media age, online magazine and book games."

In the online game itself features are provided to communicate with other people either by short message or by voicemail. Responding to Yanto's statement, this has led to multicultural interactions because friends or enemies in the game not only exist in Indonesia and even abroad so the impact is playing online games is an opium that can spend hours playing it.

But at the present time, online media has been widely used by a lot of teacher in order to innovate in delivering subject matter. According to Ghea "With learning media this game will make it easier for students to remember the material delivered by the teacher because it is presented in a pleasant appearance." Responding to the statement, I am as the writer agree because most people learn a school lesson if there is no interest in the lesson so it seems that the material delivered by the teacher will not be delivered effectively. Even if the author can tell, the researcher is interested in learning English after playing the Football Manager 2017 game.
Understanding of the term football itself is a problem when gamers and football lovers play. *Football Manager 2017 Games*. Because when playing a *Football Manager 2017 Games*, the players are required to understand the science of football so they do not have difficulties when implementing strategies. Someone who plays the *Football Manager 2017 Games* have a different knowledge of football terms, there are those who only know the basic terms of football, there are some people who do not know anything about football because he is only a game lover or even some people who understand about the science of football.

In the game there are lots of very foreign English terms and *Football Manager 2017* games are adopted from real football games so the term used in games is the original term in football coaching language. Therefore the researcher want to examine the formation of words contained in the *Football Manager 2017* game so that make a new meanings is raise up and changes the classification of the original words by using the theory of morphology word formation. Morphology is one branch of linguistics that discusses words Fromkin, et al (2003:37) state that morphology is the study of internal structure of words, and of the rules by which words are formed.

The formation of new meaning itself is based on a combination of several words that produce new meanings. According to McChart (2002: 4) "words as the basic units of language" the smallest unit of language is a word, because a word can be a sentence and the sentence itself can form a pragraph. From another statement Burling (1922:38) Morphology is study of the way words are built up
from smaller parts. According to Burling morphology is the study of how these words are formed from the smallest parts.

From the statement above, the writer conclude that morphology is a branch of grammar which studies the structure of word formation from the smallest part, namely the morpheme. In other words it can be said that morphology studies the form of words or changes in word form, either in grammatical or semantic functions.

The word is the smallest unit of language, even from that word, everyone can give a new meaning to a sentence and a paragraph. Every word must have meaning. As stated by Carstairs (2002:1) The term ‘words’ is a part of everyone's vocabulary we all think we understand what words are. What’s more, we are right to think this, at some level. In other words, words are a form of expression both orally or in writing which is a combination of form and meaning.

New terms has been raise up from combining different words of meaning so that they can form new meanings. The new term can raise up through borrowing words from other languages so that they give birth to new meanings when combined with other words. The process of word formation might be formed of borrowing of loan words from other languages or the introduction of coinages there are also ways in which we can produce new lexemes, making use of old ones. These ways are called word formation processes (Varga, 2010: 52).

Based on the prior research, there are similarity and difference with the research. The similarity is put of the word formation sector. Meanwhile, the difference, the analysis of word formation in this research focus on the football
coaching terms in the *Football Manager 2017*. Therefore, the research endeavours to analyze which has not been investigated in the prior.

The process of word formation might be formed of borrowing of loanwords from other languages or the introduction of coinages there are also ways in which we can produce new lexemes, making use of old ones. These ways are called word formation processes (Varga, 2010: 52). As a result, this academic research is formulated by title: “Words Formation of Football Terms In The *Football Manager (2017)* Games”

1.2 Research Question

Since 1960 the modern football exist, some terms are related to football and this terms seems to be understood not only by the athletes, coach and peoples yet by who are more interested in knowing more about football terms. This study will focus on finding out:

1. What types of word formation are found in terms of football coaching language in *Football Manager 2017 Games*?

2. What problems that the gamers face in understanding the football terms in *Football Manager 2017 Games*?

1.3 Research Objectives
1. To find out the meaning of the terms contained in tactically or coaching the game of football and To find out of morphology especially word formation type are use in the terms of football in Football Manager (2017) game.

2. To provide an understanding of football science to the common people who have a hobby of football.

1.4 Research Significance

The result of this research is hoped to give a contribution to the learners, gamers addict, athlete, football lovers and others researcher who are interested in this study in Morphology Word Formation of football coaching terms in the Football Manager (2017) game. Information to other researchers who are going to deeper of morphology especialy word formation.

And for practically the writer regarded significant as away from implement knowledge on linguistic especially word formation values approach, to know the content and the messages in football coaching terms in Football Manager (2017) game. This research gives many information and references for university student who are concern on morphology. Moreover, the main goal or aim for this research is to fulfill the requirement for graduation.

1.5 Previous Studies

Relating to this theme of research to the writer’s best knowledge, it is flexible to be used in analyzing any kind of term in the football theory, whether it
is spoken or writer. The writer only has some previous studies that are identical with the ways of analyzing in the data. Some of them are as follows:

1. Anggraeni (2011) had done the study about word formation process in outdoor advertisement. Foreign words always borrow from other languages, especially to accompany new ideas, invasions, products and so on.

2. Kalima (2007) had been done the study and then the researcher conclude that frequently of use these words was also determined with the help of a list of common words compiled by visitors of the subforum in question. In an attempt to determine how much overlap the words had, it was also determined how many of the words had overlapping meaning.

3. Rustamaji (2015) had been done In this study and the researcher try to find out, classify, and analyse the process of English word formation found in advertisement boards in Kendal regency have notion that by concluding a research on the use of English Word.

The above research that has been done by several researchers has a connection with the research that the writer are doing now. The equation is that some of the researchers above use the theory of morphology word formation. The difference between this research and previous study in Anggraeni (2011) The focus of the previous researcher Anggraeni (2011), focused her research on the word formation, especially borrowing words, which became the basis for forming a new term or new meaning.
1.6 Definition of Key Terms

To avoid problem misunderstanding and misinterpretation of the research finding, the researcher would like to explain and define the key terms used.

1. **Morphology**: Fromkin, et al (2003:37) "State that morphology is the study of internal structure of words, and of the rules by which words are formed."
The study of morphology is about formation of the elements of words.

2. **Word Formation**: According to Brinton (2000:85) English has a number of means by which morphs combine or are altered to form new words. The process of word formation might be formed of borrowing of loanwords from other languages or the introduction of coinages there are also ways in which we can produce new lexemes, making use of old ones.

3. **Football Manager (2017) Game**: *Football Manager Games (2017)* are games that are licensed and released by FIFA (Federation of International Football Association), which is the official organization responsible for managing football activities in the world. Therefore the terms starting from the rules and terms of football used, are automatically adopted from the original game of Football itself.

4. **Online Games**: Online games are one of the video games that are facilitated and supported by an internet connection so that they are connected to the wider community around the world and create new dimensions of social relations through internet and gaming.

1.7 Organization of Writting
This research is divided into five chapters and the description are as follows:

Chapter I: In the chapter one, there is an introduction of the research and the writer will explain about background of the research, the research questions, the research objective, significances of the research, previous studies, the clarifications of terms, and the organization of writing.

Chapter II: This chapter contains about theoretical foundation that are relevant to the research and divided into seven sub-chapters, there are: football theory, understanding morphology, morpheme, free morpheme, bound morpheme, root and affix, word formation.

Chapter III: The third chapter explain about methodology used in the research, that consists of the research method, the source of data, the data, the technique of collecting data, and the technique of analyzing data.

Chapter IV: The fourth chapter is finding discussions and explain the result of the research clearly, that consists of the research findings and the explanation of the research questions.

Chapter V: The last chapter in this research contains about the conclusion and the suggestion of the research.